
 Earth     day 

 Earth     day     is     a     celebration     of     the     earth's     achievements  and     how 
 people     can     reflect     on     how     they     help     the     earth     and     how     we     can     still     keep 
 helping     the     earth     to     this     day.     Due     to     many     issues     like     pollution,     globe 
 warming,     and     climate     change     our     world     is     suffering. 

 Earth     day     motivates     people     to     try     and     make     a     change     for     the     earth. 
 Earth     day     started     on     April     22,     1970     so     people     could     raise     awareness 
 about     the     earth     and     try     to     help     protect     it     from     harm,     though     many 
 people     have     tried     to     do     just     that     the     earth     is     even     worse     than     when     we 
 started     because     of     fossil     fuels. 

 I     think     it’s     time     to     take     some     action     because     if     we     go     on     like     this     the 
 earth     will     be     gone     by     2090.     If     we     want     the     earth     to     keep     thriving     then     we 
 have     to     find     a     way     to     try     and     help     the     earth     like:     getting     off     fossil     fuels, 
 or     getting     an     electric     car     or     maybe     getting     a     wood     stove,     even     getting     a 
 heat     pump     installed,     you     could     also     get     solar     if     you     really     wanted     to. 

 I     just     think     we     should     do     all     we     can     to     help     the     earth,     even     the 
 little     things     like     picking     up     trash     or     putting     the     stuff     that     can     go     in     the 
 recycling     in     the     recycling.     Little     stuff     like     that     can     help     just     as     much. 
 Because     personally     I     would     like     the     earth     to     be     here     in     100     years. 

 Nowadays     people     don’t     seem     to     take     notice     of     the     earth's 
 environment,     well     some     people     do,     but     if     we     want     to     take     action     then     we 
 need     to     raise     awareness     first.     Some     ways     to     raise     awareness     are     talking 
 to     people     that     may     be     in     a     position     to     help     like     the     governor,     vice     governor 
 or     maybe     even     someone     in     the     legislature.     There     are     many     ways     to     raise 
 awareness     and     help     the     earth     even     though     some     acts     are     smaller     than 
 others     they     are     still     important     because     doing     something     is     better     than 
 doing     nothing. 

 This     is     why     I     think     earth     day     is     important     because     it     gives     kids     a 
 chance     to     participate     in     helping     the     earth     because     it’s     their     earth     too. 
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